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Let G be a compact abelian group and let L(G) be the space of measurable 
functions on G, equipped with the topology of convergence in measure. The 
only continuous translation-invariant linear operators onL(G) are the finite linear 
combinations of the translations themselves. 
Let G be a compact abelian group with normalized Haar measure m. Through- 
out this paper measure-theoretic notions such as “measurable,” “almost every- 
where,” “D(G),” and the like refer to m. Let L(G) denote the topological vector 
space obtained by equipping the space of all measurable complex-valued 
functions on G with the topology of convergence in measure. (We identify two 
measurable functions if they are equal almost everywhere.) For g E G, we define 
the translation operator T, on L(G) by T,f(h) = f(h -g) for f EL(G), h E G. 
The collection (TB}BEG is a group of continuous linear operators on L(G), and 
we are interested in the continuous linear operators on L(G) which commute 
with this group-the translation-invariant linear operators continuous in 
measure. Since G is abelian, each T, is such an operator, and thus, so is any 
finite linear combination of the Ts’s. What is perhaps surprising is that there 
are no others. 
THEOREM. The continuous linear operators on L(G) which commute with each 
T, (g E G) are precisely those operators of the form 
2 aJ% ’ gi E G, ai E C, n = I,2 ,... . 
The proof of the theorem requires several technical but elementary lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let Fl ,..., F, be measurable subsets of G and suppose that 
Es,, m(F,) >, M for some number M. Then there exist g, ,..., g, E G such that 
m(hF,+gi) 2 1 ---M. 
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Proof. It suffices to show that 
*a* dm(n) > 1 - eeM. 
But, with xs denoting the characteristic function of a set S _C G, we have 
dm(gJ . . . dm(gJ 
= s . .* J/ (1 - fi [1 - x~i+&)l) Wd dm(gJ *.* dm(gJ 
i=l 
= 1 - /I - 1 fi P - x~i+s,kll d&d *-- Ma) Mg) 
i=l 
= 1 - fi [l - m(Fi)] > 1 - exp 
i=l 
Let I’ be the character group of G. Our next lemma is quite well known, but 
we are unable to find a reference for it in print. 
LEMMA 2. Let f be a complex-valued measurable jimction on G and suppose 
that for some y E r and each g E G, TJ = y( -g)f almost everywhere. Then f 
is equal almost aetywhere to a constant multiple of y. 
Proof. If we knew that f was in Ll(G), we could write, using an Lr(G)-valued 
integral, 
f * Y = s T,f r(g) d&9 =i d-d f dd Wg) = f, 
and our conclusion would follow easily. Thus it suffices to show that f E L’(G). 
We will show that MEL”. 
Since f is complex-valued, there exists some M < co and some measurable 
E C G with m(E) > 0 such that ess sup ) fxE 1 = M. Suppose, to get a contra- 
diction, that for some z > 0 we have (f 1 > M + E on some measurable set F 
with m(F) > 0. By Lemma 1 there exist gr ,..., g, E G such that 
m&E--gi)+m(F)>l =mO3 
But for each i we have 
(1) 
ess SUP Ifx~-~~ I = ess sup I A-gJfxE i = M, 
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since T,$f = y(-gi)f almost everywhere. Thus ess sup 1 fxU:=lE--gi 1 = M, 
a contradiction since &, E -g, and F must intersect in a set of positive 
measure by (1) and 1 f 1 > M + E on F. Our contradiction arose from assuming 
that / f 1 >, M + E held on some set of positive measure, and so / f / < M 
almost everywhere and f ELm(G) as desired. 
LEMMA 3. Let S be a measurable subset of G. Suppose that for every E > 0 
and M < og there exist 1 measurable sets E1 ,..., Et 5 G such that Cl=, m(EJ < E 
and ztE1 m(E, + S) > M. Then f or every E > 0 there exists a measurable set 
E C G with m(E) < E and m(E + S) > 1 - E. 
Proof. Fix E > 0 and let M be such that 1 - e-M > 1 - E. Let E1 ,..., E, 
satisfy the inequalities xi, m(EJ < E and &, m(E, + S) 3 M. From 
Lemma 1 it follows that there existg, ,..., g, E G such that m(u:p;, Ei + S + gi) 3 
1 - e-M. Let E = u:=, Ei + gi . Then m(E) < xi=, m(Ei) < E, but E + S = 
U:ilE,-S+gg,,som(E+S)> 1 -e-M > 1 -•. 
LEMMA 4. Let h, ,..., h, be complex-valued measurable functions on G. For 
any E > 0, there exist numbers M, , Ma ,..., Mt such that 
m(h f 01 u --a u {h, # O)\{h, + J&h, + 0-1 + M,h, # 0)) < E. 
Proof. First suppose that 71 = 2. An elementary argument shows that 
M, > 0 can be chosen large enough to ensure that 
and 
m({Re h, # 0) LJ {Re h, # O}\{Re h, + M, Re h, # 0)) c c/2 
m({Im 4 f  01 U (Im h, i O)\(Im h, + M, Im h, f 0}) < 4. 
Since 
h Z O> u (4 f Ol\P, + WA Z 01 
C [{Re h, # 01 u (Re h, # O)\{Re& + M&J # 011 
u [(Im h, # 01 TV {Im h, # Ol\Um(h, + M&J # O}], 
the lemma is true for n = 2. The general case is established by an inductive 
argument employing this special case and the inclusion 
lh z 01" -.* " l&c f Ol\(h, + M&t + .-- + M&, # o} 
C [{h, # 0) u *** ” P,-, # O)\P, + M&z + .a. + Mk.--lhle--l # o)] 
” IS + M&z + .*- + M,-,h,-, # 0) 
” {hl, f Ol\{h, + Wh, + .*- + M&, f O}]. 
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LEMMA 5. Let T be a continuous linear operator on L(G). For every c > 0 
there exists 8 > 0 such that ife L(G) satisjies m{f # 0} < 6, then {Tf # 0) has 
measure =&. 
Proof. By the continuity of T, for every E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that 
if h EL(G) satisfies m{l h 1 > S} < 6, then m{l Th ) > l } < E. If m{f # 0} < 8, 
then m{l Nfl > S> < 6 for N = 1,2,..., and so m{l Tf) > c/N) < E for 
N = 1, 2,... . Thus m{l Tf ( # O> G E. 
Now we can proceed with the proof of our theorem. Let T be a continuous 
linear operator on L(G) which commutes with each of the translations T, 
(g E G). We prove that T is a finite linear combination of operators T, (g E G). 
Fix y~l? For anygEG we have 
T,T(YI = TT,(Y) = T(Y(-gh-4 = r(-d T(Y), 
so Lemma 2 implies that T(y) = ?‘(y)y for some number p(y). We show that 
that ?’ = {If(r>>,,~ is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a measure p whose 
support is a finite set, say F = CrC, a&, . With this established, it follows that 
Tf = T( c ~CYIY) = c j(y) MY = T *f = 2 aiT,, , 
er YQ i=l 
at least for trig polynomials f on G. Since the trig polynomials are dense in L(G), 
we will then have that T = Clb, aiT+ as desired. 
We start by showing that the set of numbers {F(Y)},,~~ is uniformly bounded, 
so that p defines a pseudomeasure p on G. This is an easy consequence of the 
continuity of T: let 6 > 0 be such that m(l f ( > 8) < 6 implies m{l Tf j > i5> < 4, 
f EL(G). Then m{@/2)y 1 > 6) = 0, so m{/ T((S/2jy)j > $} < 4. But 
so I flY)l \( l/6 and this is independent of the particular choice of y E I! 
A consequence of this which we use later is that if f E A(G) CL(G), then Tf is 
equal (almost everywhere) to the continuous function CVEr p(y) f(y)y. (A(G) is 
the algebra of functions on G whose Fourier series converge absolutely.) 
Next we show that the pseudomeasure p has finite support. Since a finitely 
supported pseudomeasure is actually a measure (see [l, 3446(d)]), this completes 
the proof. 
To derive a contradiction, let us assume that the support of p contains a 
countably infinite set S. Define an outer measure u on the u-algebra 9’ of 
measurable sets by the rule u(E) = m(E - S) for E E 9’. Let U* be the positive 
measure on 9’ defined by the rule u*(E) = sup Cl-, u(EJ, where the sup is 
taken over all finite measurable partitions {EI}:pI of E. Then it is easy to check 
that u* is a translation-invariant measure on 9’. Thus the uniqueness of the Haar 
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integral implies that either u*(U) = co for each nonvoid open U C G or 
u*(E) = cm(E) for some finite positive constant c and each Baire set E C G. But 
the latter possibility leads easily to the inequality card S < c. Since S is infinite, 
it must be the first alternative that holds. 
Let F > 0 and a positive number M be arbitrary, and let U be a nonvoid 
open set with m(U) < c. Since u*(U) = co, there exists a partition (Ei}~=, of U 
such that 
i m(E, - S) = i u(Ei) 2 M. 
i=l i=l 
Since &, m(EJ = m(U) < 6, the hypotheses of Lemma 3 are fulfilled. Thus 
for every E > 0 there exists a measurable E C G with m(E) < E and m(E - S) > 
1 - 6. A regularity argument then shows that for every 6 > 0 there exists a 
compact set K C G and a finite set S,, C S such that m(K) < c and m(K - S,,) > 
1 - E. Fix such an l , K, and 22,. Let I’ be an open set containing K and satis- 
fying m(V) < E, and let W be a neighborhood of the identity in G such that 
W+KC V. 
Pick K, E K and s,, E S,, . Since s,, is in the support of !$, there exists f E A(G) 
such that f is supported in s0 + W and (f, p’> # 0. Let h E A(G) be such that 
T+soh = f. Then h is supported in k,, + WC V, and 
T’Vo - 4 = c %4 b) r(ko - 4 = <Lo-,$, T”) = (f, T’) f 0. 
YET 
That is, for every k, - s,, E K - S,, there exists h E A(G) such that h is supported 
in V and Th(k, - s,,) # 0. Since K - S,, is compact, it follows that there 
exist h r ,..., h, E A(G) such that the support of each hi is contained in V and 
such that K - S, C (J:=, {Tk, # 0). Since m(K - S,) > 1 - 6, it follows 
from Lemma 4 that there exists a linear combination of the hi , say 4, such that 
m(T$ f O> > 1 - E. Since I$ is supported in V and m(V) < E, this contradicts 
Lemma 5 for small enough E. The contradiction arose from assuming that the 
support of F was infinite, and so the proof of our theorem is complete. 
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